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WORKSHOP REPORT: CANADIAN MEDIA COVERAGE
0F THE AMERICAS

Mardi 2, 2001
Carleton University, Ottawa, Canada

The public workshop on Canadian media coverage of the Americas was organized by the

Canadian Foundation for the Americas (FOCAL) and co-sponsored by Carleton University's

School of Journalism and Communication. The meeting was made possible with the generous

support of the Canadian Centre for Foreign Policy Development (CCFPD). The event was held

less than two months prior to the Summit of the Americas in Quebec City, and thus presented a

timely opportunity to bring together journalists, editors and producers from the Canadian and

Latin American media, as well as policy analysts and academics specializing in Latin American

affairs, to discuss past and present Canadian media coverage of the Americas, and to look ahead

to key upcoming regional issues.

Nobina Robinson, Ex(

increasingly con(
and designing th,

irector of FOCAL, introduced the primary goals of the workshop:
ýas in order to nurture more dynamic media coverage, and to
the obstacles faced by journalists in reporting on the region. As an
ýning Canadians' awareness of hemispheric issues, FOCAL has
tedia as a key potential ally, but, at the same time, has become
relative lack of in-depth coverage of the Americas. lI conceiving
T 'hnni-ti ta hridiçe the gan between the Canadian news media and



has been the experience of Canadian journalists covering the region?

- Colombia: A case study of under coverage in the Canadian media?

- The Quebec City Sunimit of the Americas 2 00 1: What wilI be the key stories for the
Canadian media?

- How can coverage of the Americas be improved?

Some of the specific ideas were:

- Although Canada has become increasingly engaged politically, economically and
culturally with the countries of the Americas, coverage of regional issues has been very
limited, and is often no more than a superficial description of current events.

- Few regional stories that do flot have a specific Canadian angle have been covered with
any depth in the national media.

- When the spotlight does turn to a current event in the Americas, it often shines only for a
short period, and fails to provide historical context or follow-up analysis to deepen public
knowledge and understanding of the issue.

- The limited regional coverage has largely been the result of a perceived lack of interest
among the Canadians in the countries of the Americas. Those Canadians that do have an
interest in the region must become more vocal in their demands from media agencies for
expanded coverage.

- Coverage has also been undermined by a lack of commitment to the region among
decision-makers ini the Canadian media, symbolized by the fact that only one English-
speaking newspaper lias a correspondent based in Latin America or the Caribbean.



- If Canada does continue to engage with the countries of the Americas, and current

demographic patters continue, a deepened regional coverage can be expected to follow

over the long terni.

The symposium agenda was divided into three main panels:

Panel 1 - Colombia: A case study of (under?) coverage.
Panel 2 - The Quebec City Sunimit of the Americas 2001: What's to cover?

Panel 3 - Latin America and the Caribbean as reflected in the Canadian media: How far have we

corne?

Colombia: A case study of (under?) coverage

I the opening presentation, Ricardo Âvila of Cambio (a Colombian news weekly) provided an

overview ofçColombia's intenal. conflict and its regional signiificance. As Âvila explained,

Colombia faces a host of critical problenis related to the war between the govemment and

guerrilla forces supported by the drug trade. As a result of the political and social struggles,

3 5,000 people were killed in the past 10 years in Colombia and more than 3,000 were kidnapped

st year alone. The risc in guerrilla membership is mirrored by the 81 per-cent increase in violent

paramilitary members since 1992; a deadly cycle which lias perpetuated the violence. Colombia's

per capita income lias now stagnated at 1994 levels and it faces mass emigration from the

country.



to develop conflict resolution strategies in the country. Dan Gardner of the Ottawa Citizen
described journalists as storytellers in search of stonies with a "dramatic arc" containing a rising
action, climax, and resolution with clear-cut heroes and villains. Colombia's deep complexifies
defy this approach, however, and the lack of an easy narrative distracts joumalists from the
country-

The Canadian Angle

Kelly MciParland, Foreign News Editor at the National Post, added that violence in Colombia is
nothing new. He underlined that reporters have to find a new angle and that the story has to
connect with Canadians in order to be sold to editors. With the obvious exception of the United
States, few countries in the Americas are of intrinsie interest to Canadian editors and producers.
The one exception could be Mexico due to its participation in NAFTA and its proximity to
Canada.

Jiménez concurred that the only stories that do get covered are ones with a strong Canadian
angle, which is regrettable because the Canadian angle often blots out the complex realities
facing the countries in question. An example was the recent kidnapping of Canadian Norbert
Reinhart by FARC guerrillas, as news stories focused on Reinhart and largely ignored Colombian
politics. Foreign-based journalists also suifer from the obsession with a Canadian angle, as they
are oflen out of touch with their target audience and unable to succeed in pitching regional
stories.

Another concern exprse related to the problem. of journalists who oflen do little more than
follow the government's agnain their coverage. For example, Plan Colonibia got little
attention in the media until US President Bill Clinton flew to Cartagena. lmmediately, the papers
followed the story for a wekbefore dropping it. Furthermore, whenever Colonibia merits

covrag, jurnliss dsreardcontext and the history surrounding the event. "We only çare
about the last 24 hours,7 Gardner said, "the media do history terribly." A fur-ther complication
has been the inraing costs of living in the countries of the hemisphere, which lias decreased
the nuniber of stringers or correspondents based i the region.

Participants agreed that the quantity and quality of the United States' coverage of the Americas
far supse aaincvrg. The reasons go beyond proximity, and are largely based on

simpe drnoraphcs.Wheeas12, per cent of the United States' pouation is of Hispanlc origin,
i Canada fewrta 300,00 opl are of Hispanic origin, making up only one per cent of
Canada's pouation. Smly, Canada lcscultural, linguistie, geographical and social ties wlth

theAmeics, ndsome even qusindwhether Canada considered itself part of the



Is there an appetite for regional news?

Paul Knox of the Globe and Mail reacted to the criticism of Canadian coverage of the Americas
by asking for a show of hands in the audience of those who had ever written a letter to the media
requesting more coverage of the Americas. When very few hands were raised, he suggested that
there is a simple lack of demonstrated appetite for regional coverage. If a group such as the
sylnposium's audience-with a vested interest in the Americas-has flot voiced its interest to
editors and producers, it is difficuit to expect the media to make the region a priority.

Knox also challenged participants flot to generalize about 'the media' as a whole. "We have to be
really rigorous about defining what it is we expect from the different segments of this monster
that we call the media." In this way, Knox underlined the importance of directing criticism and
comments at specific newspapers and television stations mnstead of 'the media' in general, and
not to bundle every newspaper and television station into one category. Each news organization
is a separate entity in and of itself, with interests and goals différent from all other news
gathering organizations. As such, if we are to reach an understanding between what the audience
and the media organizations expect from each other, a dialogue must be formed between a
specific newspaper or television station and its audience on a one-to-one basis. Knox also,
suggested that those serious about the Americas are able to find extensive information on the
internet wîth relative case.

The Quebec City Summit of the Americas 2001: What's to cover?

Paul Knox introduced three important themes in covering the Quebec City Summit: 1) An
assessment of the proposed Free Trade Mcea of the Americas (FTAA) within the context of
Canada's current relations with the US and Mexico; 2) A discussion of the fragile state of
democracy in the Americas, as well as recent political and economic reforms ini the region; and
3) The role of the small Caribbean nations ini pushing for trade to be the focus of previous



smash barriers and tear gas" instead of a stuffy sit-down conférence.

Nevertheless, Leprince suggested that the Quebec City Sunimit mîght be différent due to a
political will for the FTAA that could lead to concrete action on the part of hemispheric leaders.
Leprince stressed the critical responsibility of journalists to assess free trade and its expected
social impact, and noted the opportumity presented by the Sunimit to expose such matters. The

time leading up to the Summit will also allow for analysis of current regional issues, and Radio-
Canada will be sendmng reporters to Argentina for the Trade Minister's meeting preceding the
Summit. As well, Radio-Canada will do a piece on the upcoming elections in Peru, and the
effects of five years of NAFTA on Mexico. Generally, Leprince was more optimistic about
foreign coverage in the francophone media than his English-speaking counterparts. Whiùle he feit

the Quebec media had generally done a poor job of foreign coverage in the past, foreign coverage
is increasingly featured ini newspapers and higher up in the broadcast line-up, and there are more

resources dedicated to foreign coverage. He hoped the Summit would allow for a forum to
address key regional issues in a comprehensive fashion.

Latin America and the Caribbean as reflected in the Canadian media: How far have we
corne?

CBC Radio Producer Bob Carty claimed that Canadian coverage of the Aniericas is weak and is

only moving backwards. Out of a sample group of 1400 recent international stories aired by the

CBC, only 60 individual stories dealing with 8 distinct news itemns were about Latin America.

Carty suggested three reasons for the poor coverage. First, Canadian j ournalismn is caught in a

vicious cycle whereby editors demand that journalists present evidence of public interest while

pitching a story about Latin America, and yet, without these stories, public interest cannot be

generated. The lack of coverage is also a response to the end of the Cold War. As much as it

distorted perceptions of Latin America, the Cold War made it easier for journalists to explain to
their readers whv Latin American issues were relevant. During the 1980s, countries like



conditions in Colombia was in 1998. As to why this has been the case, she noted the absence of
correspondents south of the United States: "We're just flot there. Unless there are bureaus and
reporters based in these regions, we're flot going to have the coverage in our newscasts." She
suggested it was time to re-evaluate where orgamizations like the CI3C place their bureaus. She

pomnted out that CTV is planning to open up to six new bureaus, one of which may be located in
Mexico. Participants agreed that this would be welcome news for proponents of Latin American
coverage, since competition will entice other news organizations to consider following suit.

What determinesforeign coverage?

Kelly McParland, Foreign News Editor at the National Post, challenged the audience to define
what is meant by 'good coverage'. He suggested that good foreign coverage might simply follow

trade, the economy, or population movement, and that if this is the criteria, Canadian coverage
should clearly focus on the United States. Further, McParland suggested that editors "go where
the loudest noise is", and the loudest noise has not been in Latin America for some time. Lt was

also suggested that the media cannot and should not generate interest on its own since it is in the
business of selling news - society has to develop an interest first.

Stewart Muir, National Editor of the Vancouver Sun, stressed that editors need to believe that
their efforts are gaining readers. They tend to look for things that are visually interesting because
the audience is more visually oriented. Also important is the narrative structure and the reporter's
ability to enhance reader engagement. For example, Brazilians dressed in Mountie uniforms
protesting Canada's beef ban entices readers to read on and engage in the dry facts of the story.
Newspapers also searcli for timelmness and exclusivity in order to enhance the paper's self-
importance and professional status. As well, geographic proximity and regional interests plays a
role; people need to have an affinity with a region in order to seek news about that region.
Particularly on Canada's West coast, where Msia runs far deeper in citizens' consciousness,
raising a Canadian affinity for the Americas as a region may be difficuit.



Canadian media. Much of the discussion revolved around a perceived vicious circle plaguing

regional media coverage: Without sufficient popular interest in the Americas there will be no

expansion of coverage, but without in-depth news coverage, popular interest i the Americas will

not dcvclop.

Some participants suggested that flic media carrnes the rcsponsibility of mnforming the public and

stimulating debate on a broad range of issues, and that this is a critical role in ail dcmocratic

societies. It was gencrally feit that increased coverage of the Aniericas required leadership on the

part of news media 'gate-keepers' (i.e. editors and producers); leadership that would take the

form of decisions to assign journalists to cover thc region. Many also stressed flic need for

comniitmcnt on thic part of news outlets, for example, by opening a bureau or startîng a section in

the ncwspapcr dcvoted to Latin Ameica. Until there is a comniitmcnt to Latin Anicrica,

coverage will continue to be inconsistent, and intercst in the region among the general public will

Iikely remain minimal.

At thc sainie time, however, in order for editors to make flic decision to commit funds and human

resources to Latin America, Canadians need to demonstrate a clean appetite for Latin American

news by engaging with specific ncws outlets and dcmanding cxpanded coverage. It was strcssed

during flic meeting that ncws editors do listai to publie pressure, and thc best way to promote

coverage is to manifest a genuine desire for it. If an appetite for news is demonstrated and editors

believe increased coverage will bring new readers, dcepcned coverage can be expected.

Another stratcgy to increase regional coverage could involve training and awarcncss building

programs on regional issues for joumnalists. Possible options include programs to immerse

journalists i flic region, as wcll as institutional linkages bctween Canadian and Latin Anienican

iicws ageucies. If joumnalists have accas to, and understanding of~, regional ncws, they may

pressure their editors to cxpand coverage. Those with an interest in flic Amencas wcrc

cncouraged to est&blish depndtics with individual reporters covering forcign afar. Givcn

flic influence that well-establishcd journalists ofien have with their editors in pitching stories,

groups may inresech llkclihood of cxpandcd coverage by providing background information

and contacts directly k> journalists.

Pethaps thUic tstcaleg facing those who dcmand an inraein regloiial coverage is to

prove to Canadians that tiie counitries of Latin Axnenican and flic Caribba are ncwsworthy.

Partcipntswer lagel inagremet that Canadians have a limitcd aptte for forcli news,

and thus Latin Amnerica and the Caribba must compete with othcr parts of the world for

attntin fom he enealpu~blic. Canadians, and news media 'gatekeepers' in particular, will

have to b. convinced of the importance of regional issues for Cnd eoeacag nattd

ocr.This rsoiblity fails on flic shoudrs of ail public ognztons wrig on



For organizations such as FOCAL, the event was an occasion to, consider formulating new
projects to address the gap between expectations and realities regarding hemispherie coverage.
One clear conclusion taken fromn the event was the critical role of non-governmental.
organizations and policy institutions in supporting the media in its mandate to inform Canadians.
The hope is that the workshop will help to develop strengthened fies between the news media and
independent organizations, resùlting in an improved quality of information on international
issues in Canada.

Wile generally critical of news coverage of the Americas, the discussions also, offered some
reasons for optimism. Mexico was cited as an example of a country that bas entered into the
Canadian consciousness, both amnong the news media and the general public. This offers hope
that political and economic fies may eventually lead to an expanded awareness of Canadians vis-
à-vis their hemisphere in general. A number of recent reports on regional issues were also cited
as proof of the quality reporting which bas occasionally appeared in the Canadian media, but the
need for a sustained commitment to regional news was underlined. As Canadian society changes
and demographic patterns result in an increasing Latin American presence in Canada, news
coverage of the liemisphere will likely change. Whether this occurs at the pace hoped for by
those interested in the region is another matter, and may largely depend on their own
effectiveness in engaging Canadians.
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